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Abstract: The current dramatic context of COVID-19 has urged academics and practitioners to tackle
the topic of the pandemic not only regarding its medical side but from the perspective of social
sciences, accounting and accountability as well. In this sense, our paper moves from the pivotal
work of Higgins and Walker (2012) and Merkl-Davies and Brennan (2017) and tries to trace the
use and the extent of accounting communication by companies during the peculiar context of the
pandemic. Considering the nature of the elements to be evaluated, we applied a manual content
analysis, a more suitable technique than software to capture subjective and emotional elements.
Among the main preliminary results of the paper, the volume and the importance of emotional
content come to the surface, such as self-assessment and emotional tone. The paper confirms the
important role of rhetorical analysis in understanding the quality and the meaning of the information
provided by companies and contributes to the stream of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) studies
on corporate reporting.

Keywords: rhetoric; content analysis; accounting communication; Critical Discourse Analysis; Italy;
pandemic; non-financial information

1. Introduction

Since late 2019, the novel coronavirus Sars-Cov-2 has become a global pandemic,
affecting almost all countries around the world and forcing governments to face difficult
trade-offs, given the health, economic and social challenges it raises.

An assessment of the economic impacts of COVID-19 becomes essential for policy-
makers but challenging at the same time, as this crisis has unfolded with extreme speed,
creating an enormous uncertainty shock [1].

Additionally, a comparison with previous crises shows significant limitations, given
the unprecedented scale and multi-faceted nature of the COVID-19 crisis [2]. In fact,
the current crisis is characterized by several peculiarities in terms of severity, duration
and impact [3]. Moreover, it affects the entire society, provoking a general condition
of immobility.

For many companies, the level of uncertainty about the future economic outlook poses
a significant challenge when making estimates, as it requires a continuous exchange of
information with their stakeholders, from workers to shareholders.

In this scenario, it becomes relevant to pay attention to the issue of social sustainability.
Although it has only recently been addressed in the literature [4], it becomes central in
a crisis context such as the current one due to its important implications in terms of risk
and safety. In fact, “safety and security for humans and non-humans is the fundamental
requirement of sustainability and social sustainability” [4].

In addition, the role of companies’ communication has become crucial and is not only
related to the exchange of information, but also to establish and maintain relationships
with stakeholders by informing them about outcomes and events [5–7]. Since during the
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pandemic, the disclosure on COVID-19 concerns, for the most part, the social impacts, it
seems natural to deal with sustainability from the point of view of social safety and risk.

To guarantee their survival during the current crisis, companies must pay attention to
one factor: the relationship with their stakeholders. Corporate reputation is highly affected
by stakeholders’ perception of companies’ contribution to the global crisis. Consequently,
they need to provide a well-articulated disclosure on how they manage the crisis and
they need to develop corporate narratives for the crisis to confirm a positive image of the
organization and mitigate the possible negative reactions from the stakeholders [8].

Dialogue between corporations and shareholders is traditionally based on both formal
and informal documents: examples of the former may be financial, social and environmen-
tal reports, while the latter consists of a plethora of different media releases [9].

The principal-agent models (i.e., Agency Theory) also support the importance of these
continuous exchanges of information. Moreover, the recent economic, social, and environ-
mental challenges have contributed to the spread of non-financial accounting disclosures,
with the aim of probing corporations’ compliance [10]: in this scenario, legitimacy theory
plays the role of a justifiable factor for the disclosure of related information.

Moving from the premise that communication plays an important role within business
organizations in managing the relationship with internal and external stakeholders [4–6],
the aim of the paper is to provide a first, even if preliminary, insight into how companies
use accounting communication during the peculiar context of the COVID-19 diffusion to
maintain a positive image of themselves with stakeholders and/or repair it by mitigating
possible negative reactions. In fact, a gap in previous literature is that it has analyzed
corporate communications as independent texts, without considering the relevant impact
of the contexts within which such communications are produced [11]. Moreover, there
is the need to analyze not only the texts but also other factors–such as how the text is
used by companies, the connections with other texts, the current context in which it is
developed–that can have a great impact on it. Another purpose is to determine the extent
to which companies have addressed the issue of the pandemic. Furthermore, it answers
the call made by [12] for empirical contributions on the relationship between impression
management, rhetoric and discourse and by [13] on the need for a critical perspective on
how discourses and narratives are constructed. In particular, the paper tries to answer the
following research questions.

RQ1: What corporate narrative and linguistic approaches are used by companies
during the COVID-19 pandemic?

RQ2: How do organizations persuade their shareholders and stakeholders to support
them in times of crisis and change?

Therefore, this paper explores the narrative and linguistic approach used by a sample
of 190 Italian-listed companies to describe the pandemic and its consequences by focusing
on the minutes of the 2019 budget approval meetings as the level of analysis. The interpre-
tation of the results is made on the basis of the Aristotelian concept of persuasive rhetoric
and its three elements: logos (reason), ethos (credibility), and pathos (emotion). Then, we
applied the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) to a specific case study (Brunello Cucinelli)
for a systematic and detailed investigation of the dialectics used for describing the pan-
demic. We decided to refer to this technique because of its focus on the use of impression
management during controversial issues and events, as the spread of COVID-19.

The companies of our sample prepared their financial statements according to the
IAS/IFRS international accounting standards. However, our work does not take into
consideration these (formal) accounting standards: they do not constitute, in fact, the basis
for our research, which deals with the minutes of the assembly and not with the accounting
standards. Having said that, however, we recall that there are, of course, some specific
IAS/IFRS standards devoted to addressing contingent liabilities and risks, as COVID-19
has been, but the accounting standards do not apply to the discourses engaged in the
shareholders’ meeting. We also believe that our paper addresses the needs of both the
groups of primary and secondary users, since the picture of COVID-19 plays a central role
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both for some of the primary (employees) and the secondary (community); furthermore,
the narrative tactics adopted have been the same for both of them.

Italy has been among the first countries to be severely struck by the pandemic, which
has dramatically explicated its effects first of all at the sanitary level and then on the
economy. Precisely the impact and the relevance of the pandemic, even in economic terms,
have encouraged us to investigate the Italian case; at the same time, however, given that
the authors of this manuscript are Italian, we do not intend to veil the emotional content,
involvement and personal relevance of this tragedy.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature
review on the topic; Section 3 examines the sample, describes the method and presents the
results of the research. Finally, Section 4 offers some concluding remarks.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Social Accounting Communication and the Use of Rhetoric during a Crisis

While the accounting and accountability literature regarding pandemics is quite
limited [14,15], abundant papers and studies tackle the subtle, elusive and complex rela-
tionship between narratives in the reporting field and linguistics, with specific reference to
rhetoric [7,12,16].

There is a long history of narratives of social accounting starting from the 1970s [17].
Research on social accounting communication has referred to rhetorical studies to analyze
communication made by business organizations and NGOs [12,18,19]. In particular, it
has highlighted that persuasive accounting communication is used by organizations to
affect audiences’ perception about organizational actions, policies, or performance [20].
Furthermore, this can also help reduce the external pressures exerted by the various
stakeholders to adopt responsible behavior with reference to social and environmental
problems [21].

In addition, much of the recent research has focused, above all, on Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) communication, applying different theories and approaches [13,22–28].
Subsequently, there is not a clear understanding of the rhetorical behavior applied by
companies in the communication process [29].

Rhetoric can be considered synonymous with a discourse with the purpose of persua-
sion [30] and is often used interchangeably with ideology [12]. It is “a common process
whereby people, with or without formal training, place themselves in relation to a topic and
an audience to determine the facts of events in the past, to deliberate the needful actions
to be taken in the future, or to acknowledge important public matters in the present” [31].
Burke [32] stated that “whenever there is persuasion, there is rhetoric. And wherever
there is meaning, there is persuasion”. However, in some cases, companies have applied
rhetorical strategies to deviate the audience’s attention from controversial activities [33].

In the past, academic research on rhetoric focused on identifying the impact of lan-
guage on how the readers think, feel, or act [12]. For instance, some studies investigated
the use of language in different contexts by referring to the Aristotelian concept of per-
suasive rhetoric [12,34–36]. More in detail, classical rhetoric consists of three Aristotelian
elements, ethos (credibility), logos (reason), and pathos (emotion), which combined to-
gether in an inseparable way are able to reveal the features of a good argument and to
identify the dimensions of a persuasive appeal [37]. These studies showed that in any
written document, it is always possible to observe the three elements (ethos, logos, pathos)
that represent intersecting dimensions of persuasive messages [38]. For instance, [39]
observed that executive letters from companies belonging to different industries use the
three Aristotelian elements simultaneously. In particular, logos and ethos were used for
providing justification arguments, while pathos is useful for communicating appreciation
and positive prospects. The study of [36] aimed at identifying the presence of differences
between English and Chinese letters for trade fair invitations. He found that the English
letters mainly referred to the logos element, while the Chinese letters used a combination
of all three elements. The use of rhetoric within accounting communication is particularly
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present in case of crisis or significant changes for organizations that need the support
of stakeholders. Reference [40] referred to rhetoric and institutional theory to study the
rhetorical strategies of logos, ethos and pathos in the presence of takeovers.

A few studies have investigated CEOs’ letters by applying the Aristotelian concept
of persuasive rhetoric [8,38,41,42]. In these letters, the element logos refers to how writers
logically present problems, support arguments and suggest conclusions. The element
pathos concerns how writers focus on the readers’ values and directly involve the read-
ers in providing an answer, while the element ethos regards the writers’ authority and
integrity [41]. For instance, [8] conducted a study to identify corporate narrative strategies
during the spread of COVID-19 in the hospitality sector. They performed a content analysis
of CEO letters published by hospitality companies during the COVID-19 outbreak because
of the crucial role played by the CEO in promoting corporate image and reputation [43,44].
Moreover, CEO letters should contain the companies’ responses to the crisis [45]. Their
findings showed an aggressive use of appeals in COVID-19 corporate narratives made by
companies and of assertive tactics to build their character as responsible, competent and
virtuous during the crisis. They tried to obtain support from the audience by describing
their vulnerability.

In the 20th century, it was possible to find a further development of the classic rhetoric
called the New Rhetoric movement [46–49]. It emphasized the relevance of context and
considered three elements: the speaker/writer, the audience, and the purpose of communi-
cation. More recently, Kenneth Burke, one of the most prominent among contemporary
rhetorical thinkers, extended the concept of rhetoric, by including any typology of spoken
and written discourse, together with non-verbal elements [12].

In organization studies, there is a tendency to view rhetoric in a pejorative sense [50],
for example, if it is used with the purpose of obfuscating or misdirecting others, while in
communication studies rhetoric is seen as the core of everyday interaction and communica-
tion. Academic research on corporate narrative reporting highlighted the presence of the
persuasion element within corporate communication, in particular regarding social and
environmental disclosure. It renamed the concept of persuasion as “impression manage-
ment”, referring to the managerial manipulation of stakeholders’ perceptions and thinking
about social and environmental performance and organizational legitimacy and changes
made by companies [51–56]. Managers use corporate narrative documents as a strategy for
imposing their perspective about the organization’s activities and outcomes [20,57] and the
industry in which it operates [58,59] or again about some issues that impact the reputation
of the organization such as climate change, environmental impact, human rights [60].

At the basis of the search for legitimacy there is the presence of interaction between
organizations and the environment and the scarcity of available resources, an aspect that
requires drawing the attention of those who control and can dispose of resources, such as
potential investors. For example, a study conducted in the context of the chemical industry
highlighted that positive environmental disclosure can be used by companies for obtaining
a legitimating effect on investors [61]. An alternative explanation lies in institutional theory,
which emphasizes the need for organizations to respect the institutional pressures they
receive to remain credible [61]. In this sense, the paper of [62] investigated the level of
compliance of a sample of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) integrated reports with the IR
framework requirements. For this type of organization, in fact, legitimacy has a crucial
relevance due to its mission of creating and delivering public value for society. This
inevitably results in great pressure in terms of accountability. As a consequence, the search
for legitimacy can result in an artificial and idealized representation of the activities carried
out by an organization and their impacts, compromising the reliability of the report [28].

From a methodological point of view, previous studies in this research field usually
applied text analysis, such as rhetorical analysis and discourse analysis [60]. Therefore,
rhetorical analysis can represent a useful tool to better explore and understand some of the
social consequences of discourse.
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In their pivotal work, [12] move from Aristotle and, incorporating aspects of per-
suasion from impression management and strategic communication studies, “elucidate
(Aristotle’s) key rhetorical elements of ethos, logos, and pathos”.

According to the Authors:

(a) Ethos “refers to the persona, or projected character of a speaker/communicator,
including their credibility and trustworthiness” and encapsulates elements such as
similitude, ingratiation, deference, expertise, self-criticism, inclination to succeed,
consistency. In the context of organizational reports, ethos reveals itself every time a
speaker or a writer chooses and uses the pronouns “we”, “you”, and “I”, with the
aim of establishing an impression of cohesion, harmony and community [63].

(b) Logos “refers to the clarity and integrity of the argument”, where persuasive tech-
niques are argumentation, logic, warrants/justifications, claims, data evidence, and
examples (e.g., historical). It is important to stress that, in the field of rhetoric, logos is
not just “rationality” but the broader “appearance of rationality”, more like “common
sense”.

(c) Pathos “refers to the audience’s feelings and relies for persuasive effect on triggering
audience emotions such as happiness, sadness, satisfaction, pity, or fear”, expressed
in terms of metaphors and identification mechanisms, which are often influenced by
cultural and institutional dimensions [64].

These three elements reveal the characteristics of a good argument, identifying the
dimensions of the persuasive appeal [37].

In their extensive and extremely articulated work, [7] locate the work of Higgins and
Walker as the landmark when assessing the role of rhetoric in the domain of accounting
and accountability, especially when it comes to the assumption that “the purpose of
corporate narrative reporting and communication is to achieve specific communicative
or political goals, such as convincing financial stakeholders of the financial soundness or
creditworthiness of the company, persuading organizational audiences of the company’s
environmental credentials as in Higgins and Walker.”

Several studies have tried to apply the above-mentioned models to conduct empirical
investigations. More recently, [65] analyzed the use of language in communicating climate
change information in Malaysia. They combined [66] impression management framework
and the Aristotelian framework of [12]. Seven impression management strategies were
identified: syntactical manipulation, rhetorical manipulation with the three dimensions of
ethos, pathos and logos, attribution of organizational outcomes, thematic manipulation,
selectivity, presence of visuals, graphs, highlighted words, bulleted points and performance
comparison. Their findings confirmed the rhetorical nature of most of the information
provided by the companies and this supported their attempt to gain legitimacy and manage
impressions.

However, the use of rhetoric still represents an underdeveloped topic, in particular
in the accounting field of research [67–69]. This statement becomes even more true if we
consider the specific case of corporate disclosure on the impacts of a pandemic crisis.

2.2. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)

The use of the methodology called Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) began in the
1980s. It aims to determine how language contributes to enhance and sustain dominant
ideologies. As defined by [70], “Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a discourse analytical
research that primarily studies the way social power abuse and inequality are enacted,
reproduced, legitimated and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context”. It
“explores the relationship between discourse and social reality” [71].

In CDA, the term ideology refers to the wider meaning of “world view” and it
constitutes an element that can influence our processes of cognition and evaluation. The
exercise of control involves the content as well as the structures of text and talk [70].
Fairclough [72] stated that the focus of CDA is on the linguistic elements to explain “their
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generally hidden determinants in the system of social relationships, as well as hidden
effects they may have upon that system”.

As a consequence, CDA analyzes the linguistic (lexical, grammatical or structural)
elements of a text and defines their contribution to the persuasive effect that the author
wants to achieve.

A “discourse” is “a particular way of talking and understanding the world” created
by the use of language [73]. It may be determined by social structures, but can also have
an impact on them [74]. Thus, CDA provides an intersection between social structure and
language through the study of discourse production [75]. More in detail, CDA refers to the
term “discourse” in two different ways: the first interpretation considers “discourse” as a
mass noun about the linguistic elements of social life, such as the use of language in speech
and writing [76]; the second one defines a “discourse” as a count noun or a specific way
of describing a particular aspect of social life, for example, different discourses on climate
change [77]. In this second case, a discourse can be different based on the period and/or
country, topic and/or producers.

Considering its main features (notions of power and ideology, orientation towards
change, emphasis on contextuality, micro- and macro-level analyses and interdisciplinarity),
CDA can easily be applied in the field of critical accounting research [77]. It allows
accounting researchers to analyze corporate narrative documents in a systematic and
detailed way following a linguistic perspective [78]. It is a form of social research focused
on language and its interconnection with elements of social life [79], as the socioeconomic
context in which the text is produced.

There are several approaches within CDA [75] that are different in terms of their level
of social aggregation (agency versus structure) and linguistic depth (broad versus detailed
linguistic operationalization).

Theoretically, CDA is based on Halliday’s systemic-functional grammar, in which
there are three social functions realized by language: the “ideational” function, concerning
the world around and inside us; the “interpersonal” function, about social interactions and
relations; the “textual” function, on the relationship between representation and interaction
to form a meaningful whole [80].

Reference [81] studied the relationship between language and society by developing a
framework with three levels of analysis:

(a) The text (micro-level);
(b) The context of producing, distributing, receiving and adapting texts within a discourse

community (meso-level);
(c) The dynamic socioeconomic context in which the discourse community can be located

(macro-level).

The focus of the micro-level is on the linguistic features relevant to the text under
investigation. They depend on the research objective, the genre of the text, the audience and
the discourses it incorporates (i.e., finance, accounting, etc.). The meso-level aims to explain
the reasons for the representation strategies in the text through the discourse practice
context that comprises the production, distribution, reception and adaptation of texts. It
focuses on the roles of members of a discourse community and their mutual relationships
(i.e., the relationship between managers and shareholders and/or other stakeholders).

Finally, the macro-level takes into account the social formation (for example, the roles
allocated to people) and its changes. It interprets the findings of text analysis in order to
explain the representation of social actors.

This model was then extended by [72,82] to include the interaction with semiosis (the
formation of the meaning).

For our case study analysis, we followed the model of [77] that adopted an agency-
focused detailed linguistic analysis approach based on [79,83] Dialectical-Relational Ap-
proach, which, in turn, is based on Systemic Functional Linguistics [84]. Their analysis
focused on the way social actors, entities, and social events are represented and evaluated
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and “whether actions are represented in ways which specify or conversely elide the agency
of actors, and what the social and political significance of this textual ‘choice’ may be” [79].

3. Sample, Data Collection, Method, Data and Analysis

Our sample is composed of all the non-financial companies listed on the Milan Stock
Exchange plus the 20 most important companies operating in the banking and insurance
sector, and therefore includes-as of the end of July 2020-190 companies, grouped as follows
by the industry sector (see Table 1).

Table 1. The sample.

Sector No.

Bank and insurance 20
Oil and gas 5
Chemicals 5

Manufacturing 52
Consumer goods 42

Health 7
Consumer services 25

Telecommunications 4
Public services 14

Technology 16
Total 190

Then, we excluded 65 companies for which the minutes of approval were not yet
available or did not contain any information about COVID-19: thus, the final sample
includes 125 companies, which constitute the starting point of the following analyses.

We decided to consider different sectors because not all of them are expected to suffer
the same impacts of the pandemic crisis. For example, on the one hand, the pharmaceutical
sector could benefit from this situation, due to the increase in pharmaceutical expenses
all over the world; and a similar situation could concern the digital sector of the “new
economy”, characterized by an increase in customer numbers. On the other hand, the
tourist and consumer goods sectors could be exposed to a negative exogenous shock. For
this reason, our analysis aims to explore the presence of sectorial differences that follow
the spread of COVID-19.

We extracted from these companies, directly from their websites or from the Italian
Stock Exchange, the minutes of approval of the financial statements of their last available
financial statements (as of 31 December 2019); pre-assembly info has been included only as
long as it was included in the pdf file of the minutes.

We decided to consider this type of document for its accessibility and because it should
contain a description of how the organization is addressing the pandemic crisis.

3.1. Methodology

As a method of research, we performed a manual content analysis [83]-as suggested
by social science theory [84]-focusing on topics, quantity, and the quality of the information
provided: this type of content analysis allowed us to overcome limitations of computer soft-
ware. As suggested by other social science studies [85], to define the coding framework, we
have referred to the already well-established models of rhetoric and critical discourse anal-
ysis [12,77]. The procedure of content analysis has been carried on via a manual approach,
since the topics to be measured and evaluated contain a great amount of subjectivity and an
emotional pattern and, as such, we reckon that the software was less equipped for catching
the explicit (and implicit) meanings of the sentences. In detail, we preliminarily have
assigned some companies’ minutes to two members of our research teams, who performed
the manual content analysis autonomously and later checked potential differences amongst
their analysis. We chose as the counting factor for content analysis the sentences.
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Then, to assess the quality level of the disclosure, we considered only three items
(future outlook, employees, and pandemic expenditure) that alone covers almost the total
of the companies’ disclosure. Following [86], we assessed the quality of each of the three
items with a three levels scale with the value of 0 in case of absence of disclosure, the value
of 1 for qualitative information and 2 for quantitative information. The maximum value a
company could reach in terms of disclosure quality is equal to 6.

3.2. Analytical Framework

The analysis of the response to the pandemic, as contained within the minutes of
approval of the 2019 financial reports of Italian listed companies, was conducted through a
dual theoretical model of analysis: rhetoric and critical discourse analysis (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The Analytical Framework.

With the first instrument, it was possible to record the techniques adopted within the
communication models, with particular reference to the emphasis given to emotional and
not purely rational issues.

With critical discourse analysis, on the other hand, applied to a particularly significant
case study (Brunello Cucinelli), it was made clear how the corporate communication of
the pandemic phenomenon took place by making a pre-eminent appeal to metaphors,
adjectivalism, and personification by the President of the tragedy in action.

The use of the tools proposed below is certainly not particularly new within accounting
disciplines, although, we are convinced that the ideas that emerge from our work allow us
to explore a new field of research, with very original and attractive results, while using a
theoretical and conceptual framework that is already well established.

In fact, rhetoric and critical discourse analysis are the usual elements of textual analysis
through which legitimation strategies are contextualized, particularly with regard to studies
of corporate social responsibility (among others, [84]); in these contexts, importance and
emphasis are given to the impersonality of speeches, to the use of repetition, to appeals to
economic rationality.

The result is different in the pandemic: the picture that emerges, in fact, is that of
an attempt, on the part of corporate communication, to appeal to paradigms of very
high subjectivity (metaphors, important qualifying adjectives) in a context in which the
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entrepreneur, true pater familias, takes and guides the company, aiming it towards safer
ports. The seafaring metaphor, in fact, is often present.

As such, the dramatic moment of the pandemic has been narrated with very particular
linguistic techniques and methods.

Rather than proposing a new conceptual framework, therefore, the analyses we have
carried out allow us to state that, by using the well-functioning models of rhetoric and
critical discourse analysis, corporate communication has been able, in a protean and fluid
effort, to adapt to a more subjective form of communication, which appeals more to the
emotional and sentimental sides than to the strictly rational ones.

3.3. Rhetorical Analysis

The minutes were considered, with specific reference to the description of the pan-
demic and its consequences, using the means of linguistic analysis and rhetoric suggested
by [12].

It is, therefore, the choice of rhetoric that motivates and gives significance to the
decision to examine the minutes of the meeting only: in fact, these documents reveal, in
general, a less technical dimension than financial reports and as such, they appear to be
better suited to be the objects of discussion.

We chose as the counting factor for content analysis all the sentences, rubricating each
of them according to one (or more) of the features proposed by [12].

For instance, the following sentences, respectively named as ethos, logos and pathos,
are examples.

a. Ethos: “We have always maintained, and we are still confident, that our strategic
positioning is united to the high level of internationalization, continuous updating
in the field of technology and to the offer of always innovative products, and will
allow us to counteract this difficult time finding ourselves prepared to seize the
opportunities arising from the desirable resolution of this global emergency”.

b. Logos: “The measures adopted to contain the spread of the virus and the effects of
the health emergency condition the Group’s production activities, the progress of
programs, the supply chain and the possibility for customers to withdraw products
and systems. To this must be added the effects that the crisis will have on demand in
the markets in which the Group operates, and in particular in the civil aeronautical
sector”.

c. Pathos: “The personal concern aroused by the news and messages received by
the Chinese partners turned into ‘pain’ when the health emergency situation was
discussed with employees during a meeting held in company”.

This led us to select 746 sentences. As a preliminary, we contextualized them ac-
cording to three different dimensions: the locus of the information, the speaker, the type
of information.

Results are shown in Tables 2–4 below.

Table 2. The locus of the information.

Locus %

Minutes of approval 48%
Pre-assembly information 41%

Chairman’s Salutation 11%
Total 100%
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Table 3. The speaker.

Speaker %

Chairman 43%
Shareholder 14%

CEO 13%
Executives 12%

Other 18%
Total 100%

Table 4. The type of information.

Type %

Qualitative 91%
Quantitative 9%

Total 100%

Put together, the three tables describe a context almost exclusively constituted by
qualitative information, most of it provided by the Chairman and/or the Chief Executive
Officer, while quite interestingly the locus of the information is placed, in more than 40% of
cases, in the pre-assembly meeting.

The content of the sentences has been categorized, in line with some previous studies,
as in Table 5, which follows.

Table 5. The content of information.

Type %

Future outlook 56%
Employees 18%

Pandemic expenditures 8%
Liquidity 4%

Risks 4%
Revenues 3%

Profit and loss 2%
EBITDA 1%

Debt 1%
Supply chain 1%

Litigation 1%
Remuneration 1%

Stock Exchange time trend 1%
Total 100%

Hence, more than half of the information (56%) is placed within the realm of future
perspectives and 15% refers to quantitative data and items, from liquidity to debt; interest-
ingly, 26% overall is devoted to the employees and the charitable activities of the company
(the remaining 3% being related to minor topics).

The figure of 26% is particularly noteworthy, as it is closely bound up with the effects
of the pandemic in terms, first of all, of protecting the health and integrity of employees
and, secondly, of the company’s ethical commitment.

The considerations that precede provide the background, moreover, to the exploration,
by means of rhetoric, of the contents as shown in Table 5; Table 6 summarizes the results.
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Table 6. Rhetoric and COVID-19 content.

Approach %

Logos 68%
Pathos 12%
Ethos 11%

Ethos/Logos 6%
Ethos/Pathos 1%
Logos/Pathos 1%

All 1%
Total 100%

The main result of Table 6 is the relevance of sentences written for logos, which
constitutes the majority but with a relatively low percentage (68%). In other words, a
small but consistent part of the information and sentences call for features of not exclusive
rationality such as empathy and human interaction (pathos) as well as self-affirmation and
trustworthiness (ethos).

Furthermore, the emphasis on emotionality within these arguments, seems to be an
even more fascinating theme, since it is completely detached, in general, from the corporate
and rational logic of economic-financial communication.

Below are some interesting sentences extracted, all with a strong component of emo-
tional value.

Aeffe (Consumer goods)
“But above all, we have already prepared ourselves from the 3rd to start again in

sanitized environments with masks, sanitizing gel, gloves, thermoscanner, lists of people
in smart working!”

Webuild (Manufacturing)
“The Group has promoted various initiatives to support communities facing the

emergency, with interventions coordinated with the competent authorities; in particular,
a donation has been made for an amount equal to Euro 30,000, to the Community of
Sant’Egidio to support the welfare activities of families and individuals in difficulty related
to Coronavirus and, in addition, 130,500 Ffp2 masks have been donated to hospitals
engaged on the front line in the fight against coronavirus, nursing homes for the elderly
(RSAs), hospitals, the Police and the Municipality of Valfornace (Macerata), to which the
Group had already donated a school following the earthquake of 2017”.

Webuild (Manufacturing)
“The Company does not exclude, for the future, further interventions to demon-

strate its solidarity and closeness to the realities most affected by the state of emergency
in progress”.

Brunello Cucinelli (Consumer goods)
“However, remarked the President, a video message ‘of great humanity’ precisely

from the Chinese partners was ‘a source of great hope for the resumption of work’ that he
wanted to share with employees, collaborators and other ‘friends in the world’ with a letter
dated March 17th, in conjunction with the advent of spring when swallows migrate”.

Hera (Consumer services)
“A special thanks to all the staff for their sense of responsibility in reacting promptly to

the necessary organizational changes and the difficulties imposed by the current emergency,
ensuring full continuity on all our services of primary utility that are particularly strategic
for the country, especially at this time.”

Mediaset (Consumer services)
“The pandemic hit hard, but the dreams of a great Italian company do not stop”.
Telecom (Telecommunications)
“The health crisis triggered by the spread of the coronavirus involves us all and

touches us all closely”.
A potential explanation of the significance (in terms of weight and emphasis) of the

emotional and not exclusively rational dimension may be that, in the dramatic situation
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provoked by COVID-19, companies leverage on and advocate emotional and sentimental
matters so as to arouse, through the instrument of rhetoric, a profound effect of support
and solidarity.

Moving forward in the investigation of emotional factors, it is worth focusing attention
on sector-by-sector segregation. Table 7 provides some interesting insights in order to delve
further into the topic.

Table 7. Data breakdown per rhetoric means.

Industries %
Sample % Sent Pathos Logos Ethos Pat/Log All Log/Eth Pat/Eth

Bank and insurance 11% 3% 8% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Oil and gas 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Chemicals 3% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Manufacturing 27% 29% 31% 32% 27% 33% 13% 0% 33%
Consumer goods 22% 29% 26% 27% 48% 22% 88% 11% 67%

Health 4% 1% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Consumer services 13% 22% 26% 23% 20% 11% 0% 18% 0%

Telecommunications 2% 1% 2% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Public services 7% 10% 7% 8% 5% 33% 0% 50% 0%

Technology 8% 2% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 20% 0%
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

For example, the number of sentences is not directly related to the number of com-
panies in the sample, since for instance, bank and insurance companies–which represent
11% of the sample–account for only 3% of the sentences; at the same time, other sectors—
for instance, consumer goods and services together—account for 35% of the sample but
represent 52% of the overall sentences.

The results are in line with the rhetorical instrument and its objectives; in other words,
the sectors that most exhibit contents of the description of the pandemic, and contents of
empathy and sentimental collection through rhetoric as well, are, in fact, those with the
most immediate involvement and interaction with consumers.

The association appears less marked and more nuanced, on the other hand, in the case
of intermediate or primary sectors such as manufacturing.

Three other interesting points arise from the breakdown of sentences according to
industry. First, pathos is rebus sic stantibus higher in the bank and insurance sector, as if the
more robust sectors felt the need, even within a context of rather limited information, to
reiterate emotional ties with the interlocutor.

Second, consumer goods companies appeal more strongly to their ethical commit-
ment than other sectors. Third, companies operating in the technology field place less
emphasis on the pandemic issue, which, when dealt with, tends to be debated on highly
rational grounds.

Table 8 disentangles further data, dividing them according to the industry and the type-
specific information and showing the quantity of the information provided by companies
belonging to different sectors.
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Table 8. Data breakdown per type-specific information.

Industries %
Sample % Sent Future

Outlook Financials Employees Risks Pandemic
Expenditure Other

Bank and insurance 11% 3% 2% 11% 0% 0% 9% 7%
Oil and gas 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Chemicals 3% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Manufacturing 27% 29% 32% 19% 23% 56% 23% 22%
Consumer goods 22% 29% 28% 34% 38% 19% 11% 41%

Health 4% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 4%
Consumer services 13% 22% 25% 28% 20% 19% 9% 11%

Telecommunications 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 3% 2% 0%
Public services 7% 10% 7% 6% 17% 3% 28% 15%

Technology 8% 2% 1% 0% 1% 0% 19% 0%
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Among the points of major interest of the results in Table 8 show, first, that future
outlook is treated in a similar pattern within the sample, with no particular differences
depending on the sector. On the contrary, and this is not unexpected, data of an economic-
financial nature come up more frequently in the banking and insurance industry. Of
particular interest is also the subject of employees, which, although salient, is completely
neglected by many sectors, whereas it is discussed intensely by sectors close to the con-
sumer and the public sector. The issue of risks, on the other hand, is overrepresented in
manufacturing, less in other sectors. The disaggregation of the specific topics of discussion,
according to the different sectors, supports the strong relationship between the pandemic
issue, the nature of the sectors themselves and the type of information provided.

Finally, the last analysis concerns the identification of the quality level of the informa-
tion provided by companies.

We decided to concentrate our attention only on three items (future outlook, employees
and pandemic expenditure) because alone they represent almost the total of the companies’
disclosure. Then, as suggested by [86], we assessed the quality of each of the three items
by using a three-level scale: in particular, we assigned the value of 0 in case of absence of
disclosure, the value of 1 for qualitative information and 2 for quantitative information.
Consequently, the maximum value in terms of disclosure quality that a company could
reach is equal to 6.

The mean of the quality score for the whole sample is equal to 1.58 (out of 6 points):
this result reveals a low level of the disclosure quality and the presence mainly of qualitative
information. It is also interesting to notice that none of the companies reaches the maximum
value of six (in other words, 2 points for each of the 3 items considered). If we compare
the mean score of the whole sample (1.58) with the mean score of each sector, it is possible
to observe how six sectors are below the average and two of them in particular (bank
and insurance, health) show a much lower value (respectively, 0.92 and 0.83), while the
remaining four are above the mean. Not surprisingly, these sectors are those close to the
consumer and the public sector, thus confirming the previous analysis.

After a preliminary exam of our data, we decided to use the Fisher exact test to
verify the presence of an association between sectors and quality score. For computational
reasons, we had to transform the variable score to a dichotomous one by coding as “0” all
scores from 0 to 3 and as “1” all results from 4 to 6.

The result of the Fisher test is reported in Table 9.
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Table 9. Fisher test.

Score *
Bank and
Insurance

(1)
Oil and
Gas (2)

Chemicals
(3)

Manufacturing
(4)

Consumer
Goods (5)

Health
(6)

Consumer
Services

(7)
Telecommunications

(8)
Public

Services
(9)

Technology
(10) Total

0 13 1 1 42 24 6 18 0 4 2 111
1 0 0 0 4 3 0 1 1 4 1 14

Total 13 1 1 46 27 6 19 1 8 3 125

Fisher’s exact = 0.015. * Scores from 0 to 3 are coded as “0”. Scores from 4 to 6 are coded as “1”.

The null hypothesis for the test is that there is no association between the rows and
columns of the table. This means that the probability of a result being in a particular row is
not influenced by being in a particular column. In our case, the null hypothesis is rejected
at a 5%. The test confirms there is an association between the sectors and the levels of
disclosure quality coded as 0 (low quality) and 1 (high quality). Being a hypotheses test
about the presence of an association, it gives no information about the size of the association
and does not allow to make particular inferences about its effect.

3.4. A Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) of a Case Study

In this section we have used some devices of Critical Discourse Analysis (in particular,
those referred to in [77]) in relation to a specific case study (Brunello Cucinelli).

The motivation behind the choice of running a single case study lies in the need for a
more in-depth and structured investigation of the dialectics used for the representation of
the pandemic; in this sense, the technical means of critical discourse analysis, in particular
its declination for the purposes of corporate reporting, seems suitable.

More in detail, we have made use of the framework in [77], which is built on three
levels (micro-level, meso-level, and macro-level) to capture the interrelationship between
text and context. Below some preparatory insights on the procedure we have followed.

3.4.1. Micro-Level: Text

Micro-level text analysis focuses on the specific linguistic features which are of partic-
ular importance for the text under investigation [77].

In line with [77], we center our attention on the following linguistic devices: referential
vagueness, passivization, metaphors, adjectives.

Referential vagueness and passivization, broadly speaking, obfuscates social agency,
thus representing processes in a more abstract, factual manner [77].

Metaphor is a device in which accountants create and disseminate meaning about
the world, while adjectives help in building value statements regarding the desirability,
importance, or usefulness of social actors, events, or ideas.

3.4.2. Meso-Level: Discourse Practice Context

Meso-level analysis explains the reasons for the representation strategies in the text
by recourse to the discourse practice context, which includes the production, distribution,
reception and possible adaptation of texts.

As in [76], “in the case of corporate narrative documents the focus of analysis is on
the relationship between managers and shareholders, stakeholders, and intermediaries,
such as financial analysts and the media”.

3.4.3. Macro-Level: Social Context

Macro-level analysis involves taking the wider social formation into account to inter-
pret the findings of the text analysis [77].

In this sense, our analysis will be built mainly on the explicit and implicit role of
pandemic.

The case story: Brunello Cucinelli. As a case study, we have selected Brunello Cucinelli—
a world leader in the field of luxury fashion (cashmere)—as the minutes of its shareholders’
meeting include remarkable suggestions and ideas regarding linguistics in action in the
field of corporate reporting.
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Brunello Cucinelli’s Statement at the Shareholders’ Meeting: Micro-level.
The statement of Brunello Cucinelli, owner and founder of the company, is placed at

the end of the shareholders’ meeting, five pages long and written in Italian only.
It includes six items of referential vagueness and passivization, eight metaphors and

31 adjectives.
Referential vagueness elements [partners (1) other companies (2) partners (3) European

and American colleagues (4) contributors (5) multi-brand clients (6)] and passivization [the
current pandemic has been tackled (1) it has been possible to move further (2) the help has
been extended (3) some commitments have been requested (4) every relationship will be
managed (5) chances can be obtained (6)] lead to some reflections.

In fact, in a statement that is well-structured and rich in linguistic devices, such as
metaphors and the use of adjectives, referential vagueness is limited and most of the sentences
are developed in the active and not passive verb; the data above shows that the President
meant, on the contrary, to make more than minimal use of other linguistic techniques.

On the other hand, subjectification and the vitalistic approach are typical traits of
Cucinelli’s personality and, as such, are mirrored in a linguistic mechanism in which the
vagueness of reasoning and impersonality give way, the former to clarity of thought and
the latter to a clear progression of discourse, without concessions to impersonal verbs.

Metaphors and adjectives, in effect, were used profusely; the former as shown in
the following:

(a) “I will be sending you a letter of spring when the swallows emigrate”;
(b) “Man is a sailor like Ulysses”;
(c) “Man is like Columbus waiting for mother earth”;
(d) “We must be like Einstein and Leonardo”;
(e) “We will be like Gengis Khan and in 2 days we will do what others do in 10”;
(f) “In this sea, with different boats and different captains”;
(g) “The pandemic is a hailstorm for humanity”;
(h) “We are like Marcus Aurelius between the plagues and the war on the Germans”.

The metaphors employed have a powerful historical and adventuresque content and
are mainly connected to marine themes (sea, storms, Ulysses, Columbus, boats, captains);
in a lesser tone, there are also references to great men of war of antiquity, such as Genghis
Khan, and to the philosopher emperor Marcus Aurelius.

The climate that is aroused via those metaphors is therefore inspirational, of important
goals and epochal challenges such as the pandemic.

Even more emblematic is the employment of adjectives, 31 in all, which paint a picture
of strong emphasis and great communicative effectiveness. In detail they are: Valuable,
Exciting, Important, Moral, Dramatic, Personal, Shared, Great, Great, Difficult, Great, New,
Fundamental, More, Positive, Lovable, Special, Generous, Dramatic, Prone, Fundamental,
Human, Right, Correct, Honorable, Fundamental, Human, Thinking, Beautiful, Healthy,
Solid. Apart from the technique of repetition (dramatic, fundamental, great) the adjectives
used are relatively rare in corporate communication and, in perfect continuity with the
metaphors, echo an almost ancient grandeur and the call to a spirit of greatness and
self-denial.

As for the referential vagueness and the passivization, which move together, metaphors
and adjectives collaborate and mutually express a relationship of grandeur and might, of
resistance to the pandemic through a new humanism.

Brunello Cucinelli’s Statement at the Shareholders’ Meeting: Meso-level
If it is true, as mentioned above, that in the case of corporate narrative documents, the

focus of analysis is on the relationship between company and its shareholders, Brunello
Cucinelli’s statement tackles an even wider audience. The lexical, narrative and syntactic
devices used, in fact, address such a wide audience that, perhaps, it embraces more the
notion of a stakeholder than that of shareholders only. At the end of reading his speech, in
fact, even a neutral and independent reader, not involved in economic relations with the
company, is likely to experience feelings of closeness and commitment.
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Macro-level: Social Context
As anticipated above, the main social context for the macro-level is, of course, pandemic.
The analysis of the President’s speech, via the instrument of critical discourse analysis,

highlights as essential narrative elements the use of qualifying adjectives of considerable
impact and the systematic presence of particularly striking metaphors, all in the prospect
of a President who stands as a pater familias and who intends to guide the company into
safer waters.

By doing so and by interpreting it in this way, critical discourse analysis appears
to be extremely successful, in the dramatic case of the ongoing pandemic, not in outlin-
ing a rhetorical means of legitimacy but rather in emphasizing the personification and
the taking charge, also emotional, by a President towards the community to which his
company belongs.

4. Conclusions, Limitations and Future Research

The emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic has been causing problems all over
the world, not only from a medical point of view but also in terms of economic perspectives,
with the spread of a general sense of economic uncertainty. In the specific case of Italy, the
government decrees focused initially only on containing the health emergency. However,
also as a consequence of the restrictions on freedom of movement, some negative impacts
on companies’ normal life emerged, such as the stop of production activity and the presence
of a liquidity crisis. Consequently, the need to address these issues arose. Following the
spread of COVID-19, the interest of academics and practitioners started to focus on some
other topics connected to such a pandemic, also from the perspective of the social sciences,
such as accounting and accountability and social sustainability. The purpose of our paper
is to study the use and the extent of companies’ accounting communication during the
pandemic to depict a positive image of themselves with their stakeholders and/or repair it,
thus considering not only the text but also contexts within which the text is produced.

We extracted all the companies listed on the Milan Stock Exchange and, by applying
the model by [12], we selected and assessed all the sentences devoted to the issue of
COVID-19 used in the shareholders’ meeting as the counting factor of content analysis,
and explored them via rhetoric.

The main results of our preliminary study confirm a high degree of awareness of the
pandemic and a strong use of non-rational, emotional content, with particular reference to
the sectors most exposed to direct customer relations (e.g., consumer goods and services).
This could mean that the dramatic context of the COVID-19 diffusion has pushed com-
panies to appeal to rhetorical instruments to construct a sense of commonality with their
stakeholders and to obtain more support and solidarity from them. Moreover, we observed
that the type of information is almost exclusively qualitative, provided by the Chairman
and/or the Chief Executive Officer, and more than 40% placed in the pre-assembly meet-
ing. Moreover, 56% of the information refers to future perspectives, 15% is made up of
quantitative data and items, such as liquidity, and 26% concerns the topics of employees
and charitable activities undertaken by the company.

We did not observe differences between sectors on the disclosure of the item “future
outlook”, while economic and financial information are more commonly provided by the
bank and insurance industry; information on employees is typical of consumer-sensitive
sectors and the issue of risks is more threatened in manufacturing. Concerning the topic of
quality of the disclosure, we observed, in general, a low level of disclosure, with sectors
close to the consumers and the public sector as the best performers.

Furthermore, we have tested critical discourse analysis with a case study. While in
general, CDA is used by researchers to shed light on legitimacy tactics by the preparers of
corporate communication [63,64], in the dramatic current wave of the pandemic, it draws
attention to personification and taking charge, also emotional, by the President of the
company towards the community to which his company belongs.
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Of course, these results must be interpreted in relation to the sample examined, the
nature of the study conducted, and the scope of the analysis itself: the minutes of the
Shareholders’ Meeting. These elements represent, at the same time, the limitations of the
work and the areas of possible future development of the research. Another limit concerns
the subjectivity of the analysis that is mainly based on the qualitative impressions of the
researchers [87–94]. In addition, it should be borne in mind that the companies that have
reported better results in terms of quantity and quality of disclosure are not necessarily the
companies that pay more attention to the COVID-19 problem. Even referring in general
to the literature on sustainability, it is not possible to say that companies that claim to
act in a sustainable way are actually so or are more sustainable than other companies
that do not declare it. Another limitation of our manuscript lies in the instrument itself
of content analysis: according to some authors [95], for instance, it is advisable to test
the validity of the hypotheses via post facto research, namely making use of different
(and subsequent) forms of test. This limitation, at the very same time, could foster new
avenues of research, for instance, validating our hypothesis via an analysis of another set
of corporate communication (website, social, and so on). In this sense, our work, although
in our opinion contains some points of originality, also contains limitations that shape it,
in fact, as a first preliminary step of research, important but to be confirmed with future
rigorous investigations.

The contributions of the study from a theoretical point of view are twofold. First, it has
theoretical relevance due to the fact that it represents one of the first pieces of research that
studies the role of accounting communication during the peculiar context of a pandemic
crisis, such as that of COVID-19. The current pandemic crisis has many peculiarities
compared to other crises both in terms of severity and impact [3] and it is affecting the
whole of society. Second, it confirms the importance of rhetorical analysis in understanding
the quality and the meaning of the information provided by the companies.

Referring to the practical implications, our findings provide useful suggestions to
organizations about crisis communication. First, in communicating about the crisis, orga-
nizations preferred to adopt emotional content to create an empathic relation with their
stakeholders and to obtain their support. Moreover, the focus of the communication,
commonly shared by all the sectors, is not on past results, but on future perspectives, for
constructing a common climate of “hope” for the future. Second, organizations could
benefit from the results of this study by gaining awareness about the current low quality of
the disclosure provided about the crisis, which allows for great margins for improvement.
The results of the analysis can help in identifying the main points of weakness of their
communication and refine them in the future. In fact, improving the quality of their com-
munication can help in obtaining greater support from their stakeholders during a crisis.
Amongst the practical implications for policymakers, we believe that shedding light on the
rhetoric mechanisms could help regulators and policymakers to develop accounting and
sustainability standards more and more able to catch the overall complexity of corporate
communication, also concerning the impacts of a pandemic crisis. Finally, this study could
be inspirational in understanding the importance of the creation of a new workforce spe-
cialized in managing the crisis [8]. The reading of the minutes demonstrated the relevance
of quickly confronting the pandemic in the right way. For this reason, it could be useful for
organizations to become more prepared to confront a similar context in the future.

Important work remains to be done on the role of rhetoric in the presence of a pan-
demic crisis. Below we provide some suggestions for further investigations.

Attractive avenues of investigation could be devoted to more informal corporate
communication (social, website) through linguistic analysis conducted with more advanced
and automatic tools, including the use of software and artificial intelligence. Additionally,
empirical research should also consider more than just one country and more than one
year for the analysis. Considering the specific case of COVID-19 diffusion, it could be that
the major impacts of the pandemic crisis will be visible only in the next few years, and, for
this reason, there could be changes in the amount and type of information disclosed by the
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company in the future. For this reason, future research should examine this research topic
during the evolving situation.
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